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ABSTRACT

The invention discloses a method, system and user device for obtaining a key frame in a streaming media service. The method includes: setting a threshold time for receiving a key frame, receiving video data by a client from a streaming media server, and analyzing the video data, when the network state is normal, sending a request for adjusting a video key frame generating frequency to the streaming media server if a video key frame is not received by the client in the threshold time; when the request is received, the streaming media server determines whether to adjust the video key frame generating frequency, if so, then adjusts the video key frame generating frequency according to the request of the client. The application of the invention can improve the quality of the streaming media service, and advance the experience level of the streaming media service.
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A client receives video data from a streaming media server, analyzes the video data, and, when the network state is normal, sends a request for adjusting a video key frame generating frequency to the streaming media server if a video key frame is not received in a set threshold time.

When receiving the request, the streaming media server performs a synthetic determination and adjusts the video key frame generating frequency according to the request of the client, and adjusts the corresponding video bandwidth demand.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is the U.S. National Stage of International Patent Application No. PCT/CN2009/073501 filed on Aug. 25, 2009, which claims priority to Chinese Patent Application Number 200810170583.7 filed on Oct. 23, 2008 the disclosures of which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates to the field of communications and multimedia, in particular to a method, system and user device for obtaining a key frame in a streaming media service.

BACKGROUND

With the development of communications technologies, the communications bandwidth capable of being provided for terminal devices is increasingly large, the multimedia has a rapid development in a mobile terminal, and mobile TV, streaming media and other services become mature gradually. However, these multimedia services primarily show their own features, it is not sufficient for the development of the integration of other services into these services.

The current problem to be solved is how to make users see clear video images immediately while they watch programs so as to possibly advance the user experience in the whole service.

SUMMARY

The technical problem to be solved by the invention is to provide a method, system and user device for obtaining a key frame in a streaming media service so as to make users see clear video images immediately while they watch programs, thus possibly advancing the user experience in the whole service.

To solve the problem above, the invention provides a method for obtaining a key frame in a streaming media service, comprising:

setting a threshold time for receiving a video key frame; a client receiving video data from a streaming media server, and analyzing the video data; when the network state is normal, sending a request for adjusting a video key frame generating frequency to the streaming media server if the video key frame is not received by the client in the threshold time; and the streaming media server determining whether to adjust the video key frame generating frequency when the request is received, if so, then adjusting the video key frame generating frequency according to the request of the client.

The method may further comprise that: the streaming media server adjusting the video key frame generating frequency according to the request of the client comprises that the streaming media server adjusts the video key frame generating frequency directly according to the request of the client during video on demand.

The method may further comprise that: the client analyzes the video data in the real time streaming protocol standard to determine whether a video key frame is received in the threshold time.

The method may further comprise that: the streaming media server adjusts the corresponding video bandwidth demand while adjusting the video key frame generating frequency.

The invention further provides a streaming media service system, comprising a client and a streaming media server, wherein the client is used for receiving video data from the streaming media server, analyzing the video data, and, when the network state is normal, sending a request for adjusting a video key frame generating frequency to the streaming media server if a video key frame is not received in a set threshold time; and the streaming media server is used for sending the video data to the client, determining whether to adjust the video key frame generating frequency after receiving the request of the client, if so, then adjusting the video key frame generating frequency according to the request of the client.

The streaming media service system may further comprise that: the streaming media server adjusting the video key frame generating frequency according to the request of the client comprises that the streaming media server adjusts the video key frame generating frequency according to the requests of most clients when receiving the requests from one or more clients within a same period of time during multicast or broadcast, or comprises that the streaming media server adjusts the video key frame generating frequency directly according to the request of the client during video on demand.

The streaming media service system may further comprise that: the streaming media server is further used for adjusting the corresponding video bandwidth demand while adjusting the video key frame generating frequency.

The invention further provides a user device for obtaining a key frame in a streaming media service, including a video receiving module and a control module, wherein the video receiving module is used for receiving video data and sending the video data to the control module; and the control module is used for receiving the video data from the video receiving module, analyzing the video data, sending a request for adjusting a video key frame generating frequency to the streaming media server if a video key frame is not received in a set threshold time.

The user device may further comprise that: the control module analyzes the video data in the real time streaming protocol standard to determine whether the video key frame is received in the threshold time.

The invention further provides a streaming media server, which is set for sending video data to a client, receiving a request for adjusting a video key frame from the client which has analyzed the video data, determining whether to adjust the video key frame generating frequency based on the request, and adjusting the video key frame generating frequency according to the result of the determination.

The streaming media server adjusting the video key frame generating frequency according to the result of the determi-
nation may comprise that the streaming media server and
adjusts the video key frame generating frequency according
to the requests of most clients when receiving the requests
from one or more clients within a same period of time of
multicast or broadcast, or may comprise that the streaming
media server adjusts the video key frame generating fre-
dquency directly according to the request of the client during
video on demand.

The streaming media server may be further set for adjust-
ing the corresponding video bandwidth demand while adjusting
the video key frame generating frequency.

Compared with the prior art, the application of the inven-
tion enables a server to respond to requests of users, form a
more rational key frame generating time interval after a syn-
thetic determination, and greatly advance the user experience.
The invention mainly relates to the addition of a message
parameter, with fewer changes to the client and server both,
no influence to the network structure, faster implementation
and strong practicability.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for obtaining a key frame
in a streaming media service of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a structural diagram of a streaming media service
system of the present invention; and
FIG. 3 is a flow diagram for the message exchange between
a streaming media client and a streaming media live server.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The invention is further explained below with reference to the
embodiments and accompanying drawings.

The main concept of the invention is that: when a network
is normal, a streaming media client determines whether it has
received a video key frame within a set time, if no, the streaming
media client makes a request for a key frame and requests
a server to adjust a video key frame generating frequency, and
then, the streaming media server performs a synthetic deter-
mination after receiving the request, and adjusts the video key
frame generating frequency according to the requests of most
clients during multicast or broadcast or directly according to
the request of the client during video on demand, and adjusts
the corresponding video bandwidth demand.

According to the invention, an expansion is performed in a
streaming media service system through SET_PARAMETER
METHOD (a method for setting parameters) in the
the original real-time streaming protocol (RTSP) standard, i.e.
only expanding relevant fields without changing the original
data structure defined by the method, so that the client and
server both can identify the parameter contents in the method
and the effect of user experience is thus greatly improved
without need of big change to the original system.

The parameters included in the SET_PARAMETER
METHOD are expanded with a parameter Key-Frame-Span
which is for representing the time of request for a key frame
generating frequency, and the name of the parameter can be
prescribed freely, but with the content in numbers and the unit
in seconds. In the actual application, the unit can also be set
based on negotiation, e.g. in a send protocol, expressed as:

Key-Frame-Span: 5, which represents that a key frame is
generated every 5 s on average. The server performs a syn-
thetic determination after receiving the request from the cli-
et, and adjusts the key frame generating frequency if it
accepts the parameter setting request.

As shown in FIG. 1, a method of the invention for obtaining
a key frame in a streaming media service includes the follow-
ing steps.

100: a client receives video data from a streaming media
server, analyzes the video data, and, when the network state
is normal, the client may send a request for adjusting a video key
frame generating frequency to the streaming media server if a
video key frame is not received in a set threshold time;
the threshold time can be set to 10 s, which is a time for
determination and can be adjusted by users; and the time
for request for the generating frequency is normally
smaller than the threshold time.
The client analyzes the video data in the real time streaming
protocol standard and determines whether the video key
frame is received in the threshold time.

200: when receiving the request, the streaming media
server performs a synthetic determination and adjusts the
video key frame generating frequency according to the
request of the client and adjusts the corresponding video
bandwidth demand.

The streaming media server adjusting the video key frame
generating frequency according to the request of the client
includes that the streaming media server receives requests
from one or more clients within a same period of time during
multicast or broadcast and adjusts the video key frame
generating frequency according to the requests of most clients, or
the streaming media server adjusts the video key frame
generating frequency directly according to the request of the
client during video on demand.

If the streaming media server receives requests from many
clients within the same period of time during multicast or
broadcast, it may make a sequence arrangement in connection
with the request time of the clients, e.g. according to the data
of the minimum request time, so as to adjust the video key
frame generating frequency.

According to one embodiment of the present invention, the
detailed process for adjusting the key frame generating fre-
quency through the SET_PARAMETER METHOD of RTSP
is as follows:

client -> streaming media server: SET_PARAMETER
http://example.com/eztribfo/RTSP/1.0
CSeq: 421
Session: ethbyie8012t
User-Agent: StreamClient/1.1b5
Key-Frame-Span: 5

client -> streaming media server: RTSP/1.0 200 OK
CSeq: 423
Session: ethbyie8012t
User-Agent: StreamClient/1.1b5
Key-Frame-Span: 5

As shown in FIG. 2, a streaming media service system of
the invention includes a client and a streaming media server,
wherein
the client is used for receiving video data from the stream-
ing media server, analyzing the video data, and, when the
network state is normal, sending a request for adjusting
a video key frame generating frequency to the streaming
media server if a video key frame is not received in a set threshold time; and
the streaming media server is used for sending video data to
the client, performing a synthetic determination after
receiving a request from the client, and adjusting the
video key frame generating frequency according to the
requests of most clients during multicast or broadcast or
directly according to the request of the client during video on demand, and adjusting the corresponding video bandwidth demand.

A streaming media user device of the invention includes a video receiving module and a control module, wherein the video receiving module is used for receiving video data and sending the video data to the control module; and the control module is used for receiving the video data from the video receiving module, analyzing the video data, and, when the network state is normal, sending a request for adjusting a video key frame generating frequency to the streaming media server if a video key frame is not received in a set threshold time.

The invention is further explained below by an example.

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating the message exchange between a streaming media client and a streaming media live server, in which a basic message flow is described, meantime, to simplify the structure of the diagram, only messages exchanged between the client and the server are used, without displaying other segments, such as a portal site and a transmission system; this flow includes the following steps:

1. the streaming media client sends the streaming media server an RTSP: Describe message of a corresponding link;
2. the streaming media server sends a response OK message in which an SDP message content is included;
3. the client parses the SDP message content and sends a SETUP request message to the server;
4. the server sends an OK message in response to the client;
5. the client sends a PLAY request message to the server;
6. the server sends an OK message in response to the client;
7. the client receives an RTP message from the server, the RTP message containing audio data information;
8. the client sends an RTCP message and feeds back some network information to the server;
9. the client receives an RTP message from the server, the RTP message containing video data information;
10. the client analyzes the received video data, and, when the network state is normal and a video key frame is not received for a long time (for example, a threshold is set to 10 s, but the user does not receive a key frame within 10 s), sends a request for adjusting a key frame generating time interval to the streaming media server, such as

```
SET_PARAMETER rtp://example.com/fizle/foo/RTSP/1.0
CSeq: 421
Session: elbyrio8012
User-Agent: StreamClient/Linux
Key-Frame-Span: 5
```

11. after receiving the request from the client, the server performs a synthetic determination according to the circumstances. For example, after receiving many requests in a same period of time during multicast or broadcast, it executes the adjustment by making a sequence arrangement in connection with the request time of the clients, e.g. according to the data of the minimum request time, or it adjusts the key frame generating frequency directly according to the request of the client during video on demand;
12. the server responds to the client; and
13. the server sends video data after adjusting a key frame sending time interval.

The above is just the preferred embodiment of the present invention, but the present invention is not limited to herein. Any variations or substitutions readily thought by those skilled in the art within the technical scope disclosed by the present invention shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention. Therefore, the protection scope of the present invention shall be determined by that of the claims.

**INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY**

With the method for obtaining a key frame in a streaming media service, the streaming media service system, the user device or the streaming media server provided by the invention, it is able to rapidly respond to users’ request for adjusting a video key frame generating frequency, and form a more rational key frame generating time interval after a synthetic determination, so as to provide users with faster and smoother experience in streaming media. The invention mainly relates to the addition of a message parameter, with fewer changes to the client and server both, no influence to the network structure, faster implementation and strong practicability.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for obtaining a key frame in a streaming media service, comprising:
   - setting a threshold time for receiving a video key frame;
   - a client receiving video data from a streaming media server, and analyzing the video data: when the network state is normal, sending a request for adjusting a video key frame generating frequency to the streaming media server if the video key frame is not received by the client in the threshold time; and
   - the streaming media server determining whether to adjust the video key frame generating frequency when the request is received, if so, adjusting the video key frame generating frequency according to the data of the minimum request time from one or more clients within a same period of time during multicast or broadcast, or adjusting the video key frame generating frequency directly according to the request of the client during video on demand:

   wherein the video key frame generating frequency is a parameter representing a video key frame generating time interval;
   wherein the client analyzes the video data through SET_PARAMETER METHOD in the real time streaming protocol, RTSP, standard to determine whether a video key frame is received in the threshold time;
   wherein the SET_PARAMETER METHOD are expanded, only expanding relevant fields without changing the original data structure defined by the method, with a parameter Key-Frame-Span which representing the time of request for a key frame generating frequency.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein
   - the streaming media server adjusts the corresponding video bandwidth demand while adjusting the video key frame generating frequency.

3. A streaming media service system, comprising
   - a client being set for receiving video data from a streaming media server, analyzing the video data, and, when the network state is normal, sending a request for adjusting a video key frame generating frequency to the streaming media server if a video key frame is not received in a set threshold time; and
   - a streaming media server being set for sending the video data to the client, determining whether to adjust the video key frame generating frequency after receiving the request of the client, if so, adjusting the video key frame generating frequency according to the data of the minimum request time from one or more clients within a same period of time during multicast or broadcast, or
adjusting the video key frame generating frequency directly according to the request of the client during video on demand;
wherein the video key frame generating frequency is a parameter representing a video key frame generating time interval;
wherein the client analyzes the video data through SET PARAMETER METHOD in the real time streaming protocol, RTSP, standard to determine whether a video key frame is received in the threshold time;
wherein the SET PARAMETER METHOD are expanded, only expanding relevant fields without changing the original data structure defined by the method, with a parameter Key-Frame-Span which representing the time of request for a key frame generating frequency.

4. The streaming media service system according to claim 3, wherein the streaming media server is further set for adjusting the corresponding video bandwidth demand while adjusting the video key frame generating frequency.

5. A user device, which is set for obtaining a key frame in a streaming media service, comprising a video receiving module and a control module, wherein the video receiving module is set for receiving video data and sending the video data to the control module; and the control module is set for receiving the video data from the video receiving module, analyzing the video data, and, when the network state is normal, sending a request for adjusting a video key frame generating frequency to the streaming media server if a video key frame is not received in a set threshold time;
wherein the video key frame generating frequency is a parameter representing a video key frame generating time interval;
wherein the control module analyzes the video data through SET PARAMETER METHOD in the real time streaming protocol, RTSP, standard to determine whether a video key frame is received in the threshold time;
wherein the SET PARAMETER METHOD are expanded, only expanding relevant fields without changing the original data structure defined by the method, with a parameter Key-Frame-Span which representing the time of request for a key frame generating frequency.

6. A streaming media server which is set for sending video data to a client, receiving a request for adjusting a video key frame from the client which has analyzed the video data, determining whether to adjust the video key frame generating frequency based on the request, and adjusting the video key frame generating frequency according to the data of the minimum request time from one or more clients within a same period of time during multicast or broadcast, or adjusting the video key frame generating frequency directly according to the request of the client during video on demand;
wherein the video key frame generating frequency is a parameter representing a video key frame generating time interval;
wherein the client analyzes the video data through SET PARAMETER METHOD in the real time streaming protocol, RTSP, standard to determine whether a video key frame is received in the threshold time;
wherein the SET PARAMETER METHOD are expanded, only expanding relevant fields without changing the original data structure defined by the method, with a parameter Key-Frame-Span which representing the time of request for a key frame generating frequency.

7. The streaming media server according to claim 6, which is further set for adjusting the corresponding video bandwidth demand while adjusting the video key frame generating frequency.